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Animal Communication 
by Anne Livingston (as featured in Dogs, Dogs, Dogs) 

"There are more things in heaven and earth, Cuddles, than are dreamt of in your philosophy." 

(with apologies to William Shakespeare) 

Surely all animal lovers yearn for Dr. Doolittle-ism. We want to talk to the animals, learn their 
language, know what they have to say to us and how we can help them. And people in general seem 
to yearn for something spiritual that the rat race just doesn’t provide. Maybe a touch of magic, too, is 
missing from our lives. 

Animal communicators are people who claim to be able to psychically talk to your animal and get 
answers back. These people don’t even need to be in the same room as Max or Mittens - a phone 
and a photograph make superior substitutes for proximity. 

You can read all about it. You can take courses, too. Animal communication titles abound at 
bookstores and local libraries, and seminars are available through the Learning Annex and beyond. 
There is even a television series on the Animal Planet network. 

A galley proof of a book entitled "Is Your Pet Psychic?" came my way recently. The author, Richard 
Webster, assures us they are. In fact, we all are, but this innate ability was suppressed within most of 
us at childhood. He tells us that some of our invisible friends were real, too 

The book, by Llewellyn Publications www.llewellyn.com is full of anecdotes of the psychic abilities of 
the author’s childhood retriever, "Bruce", and other animals in other times and places. But be on 
guard - included are several examples of experiments done to animals in the name of psychic 
research decades ago that are simply horrifying. The author’s matter-of-factness in relaying them 
seems to suggest that he’s more of a proponent of the paranormal than he is man’s best friend’s best 
friend. He’s also written books on how to astral travel, dowse and read palms. 

Penelope Smith is the guru of the animal communication movement. Her book, "Animal Talk" 
(Beyond Words Publishing, 1999), is available at the Toronto Public Library as well as through her 
website www.animaltalk.net . She has trained a generation of animal communicators. 

One of her pupils is Lynn McKenzie www.animalenergy.com . Lynn is based in Toronto but has 
clients around the world. Like Penelope Smith, she has a special interest in healing, but makes it 
clear she is not meant to replace your veterinarian. 

Lynn saw her first ghost when she was a child. It was her grandfather, the same one who had died 
days before in Ireland. He kissed her on the forehead. When she told her Mum about her experience, 
she was not only believed, she also learned that ghost sightings ran in the family. 
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"I’ve always been in tune with animals," Lynn told us. She remembers, as a child, not being able to 
get an injured rabbit out of her mind. Later she spent summers working on farms for free, just to be 
near horses. 

Lynn worked as a real estate agent for sixteen years, then ran a practice in "body alignment" for 
people before becoming a professional animal intuitive full-time. She had been training to be a 
spiritual psychotherapist for people when her studies in body alignment www.bodyalign.com intrigued 
her. "I was fascinated by the energetics and realized that I wanted to work just with the energy." She 
credits her body alignment work for opening up an intuitive channel for her. "It’s almost like, all of a 
sudden, information just started coming into me." She sought training in more unconventional healing 
modalities such as educational kinesiology ("Brain Gym"), colour therapy and nutritional kinesiology. 
"Still, to this day, I take courses whenever I can." About five years ago and ten years into her studies, 
Lynn heard about a woman who taught animal communication and, "Right away, I knew I had to do 
it." 

During the first course, she was in a barn, grooming a pony and asking him questions telepathically 
from a list she had placed on her lap. Lynn’s first two questions were answered and she stood up to 
leave. The pony wasn’t through with her, though. He whinnied for her to return, and when she stalled 
with the questions, he grabbed her list and waved it in her face. 

Perhaps it was the intensity of the experience with the pony that gave her the confidence to try long 
distance communications. She now finds them easier than doing it in person. "You’re in your own 
quiet space where you’re used to working, with no extra, sensory things because you’re trying to 
sense just that animal’s spirit and energy." 

At another animal communication course, she had forgotten to bring a photo of her own dog, "Jiggs", 
to swap with classmates for practice, so she was asked to pick a photo of an animal from the 
instructor’s collection. That’s when she met, at a distance, "Lucero", a stallion who lives in Guelph. 
Lucero’s photo jumped out at her; she was mesmerized. 

Information from Lucero came so fast she couldn’t write it down. Although they’d never met in a 
conventional sense, he said he knew her dog, "Jiggs". Lucero volunteered to continue channeling 
information to Lynn. It was an offer she couldn’t refuse, and Lynn was "never the same" after that 
initial experience. He is one of her "spirit guides", along with Jiggs, Edgar Cayce and the spirits of 
"Bear and "Armadillo". Lynn calls Lucero "an ascended master of the animal realm". 
 
I met with Lynn while researching this article, accompanied by my partner, Scott, "Jerry", our elderly 
Cairn Terrier and our current uber-kitty, "Woody". Lynn had asked for photos and histories of our 
animals in advance of our visit. 

I ask Lynn what Woody had been feeling when he looked so ill for a week this past spring. Blood work 
and x-rays had revealed nothing, and Woody gradually recovered his natural joie de vivre, if not his 
appetite for canned food. Lynn reveals that Woody sent her a feeling of being nauseous and weak, 
flu-like. She feels he has food sensitivities and recommends transdermal screening. She suggests a 
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brand of canned food made with human-grade ingredients to try to tempt his jaded appetite away 
from the yucky feeling he’s associating with his current food. Later, when we try it, it’s a hit! 

I confess to Lynn that Woody and I are very close. Lynn says Woody told her that he is one of my 
spirit guides, "very much interested in accelerating my spiritual path". He wants me to keep working 
on my own healing, growth and progress. Woody uses his remarkable loquaciousness to tell me to 
get my own voice heard through creative means. He has a huge aura, "like a bubble", bursting with 
vitality, and he’s a very evolved spirit. He’s changing me on a cellular level. 

At age fifteen, Jerry-the-Cairn is a kaleidoscope of symptoms and behaviours. He’s the last survivor 
of a terrier trio whom he bossed happily for years. He has grit, but he’s prone to unfathomable 
phobias. I’ve often wondered if he sees ghosts. 

Lynn says that Jerry admits to a depression stemming from when he was seven years old, which 
corresponds with a trying episode that corresponds with his history she has asked for in advance. 
She explains that it may be someone else’s depression that he took on, and gave astonishing 
examples of dogs who putatively "absorbed" the cancers of their beloved people. Having received 
permission from Jerry’s higher self first, Lynn uses a "Cadillac" level pulsar pendulum "to help Jerry 
attain and maintain good health and well-being on all levels, to help him work through the health and 
emotional issues in a positive way". It’s a kinesiology thing. Next, Lynn says Jerry is asking for the 
colour yellow. It’s a radionics thing. Yellow stands for optimism, joy, playfulness, inventiveness, 
originality, adventurousness, high spirits, versatility and mental ability. Sounds good! I think I want 
some, too. 

On a physical level, Lynn continues, yellow aids digestion, builds nerves, expels parasites, is a 
muscle stimulus, activates cranial nerves, stimulates the brain, cervical spinal cord. 

"Somehow I figured out how to send frequencies, and I can’t explain exactly how I do it, except to 
say: ‘Jerry, receive the colour yellow, perfectly now and on all levels, all aspects, all dimensions, all 
times’. Then we wait until he’s had a chance to receive it." 

Apparently, he does. Depression banished, Jerry tells her, but he’s not through with Lynn yet. Now 
he’s asking for a crystal - fluorite, specifically - the greeny-bluey-purpley kind. Fluorite balances gait, 
Lynn tells us. Show horses have it sewn into their saddle pads and runners smash it and wear the 
powder taped to their skin. Later, we get a nice, big one and keep it near Jerry’s bed. Weeks later, no 
improvement in gait has been noticed, but it’s very pretty and we like it. 

I’m rather disappointed that Jerry has told Lynn nothing about seeing ghosts. There are a few I want 
him to see and give my love to - his Westie and Yorkie "brothers" and two family cats. Lynn is 
frequently in touch with past-tense critters. You’ll be glad to hear that death is very freeing and allows 
animals to visit with everyone they have loved in all their past lives. They may reincarnate the join our 
families as someone else. They may drop by to say hello by borrowing the body of a living 
counterpart and doing something distinctively "them". 
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My late, lamented, big, cream tabby, "Jaco", does this - I’m sure he does. Sometimes Jaco says "hi" 
in his own voice through Woody. Sometimes I see him out of the corner of my eye, going around a 
corner. Sometimes I see "Bucky", our late Yorkie, too. And it always happens well before cocktail 
hour, I assure you. 

Lynn finds that the biggest difference in communicating telepathically with animals versus people is 
their openness and willingness to connect in this way and their happiness that someone wants to 
communicate on a deeper level. We pet people reciprocate too, she says, even if we don’t always 
recognize this. People present more of a challenge to telepathic communication due to layers of 
skepticism in varying degrees. 

Many of us have had spooky experiences we can’t explain. As a sullen pre-teen, I once toured 
through King Henry VIII’s Hampton Court Palace. I was a history nut, but knew nothing of this place, 
which I was visiting for the first time. "And this is the room where Catherine Howard ran screaming 
when she learned she was to be executed," our tour guide explained as we passed through a long 
gallery. "No, it’s not. That’s the next room," I blurted. It turned out I was right. I still don’t know how I 
knew that. Maybe it’s a past-life memory. Maybe I used to be Henry’s ill-fated wife, Catherine 
Howard. (This may explain why I’ve never dated any redheads in this life.) 

Richard Webster in "Is Your Pet Psychic" provides lots of exercises to sharpen your psychic ability. 
Mine is obviously rusty. I tried some on my cat, Woody, as he and I are already close and he seemed 
the best bet for success. The "come to me" test has you close your eyes and mentally summon your 
creature. I summoned Woody from the living room to join me in the kitchen. In a moment, he 
appeared, looking at me in a particularly acute manner, I thought. 

Another neat thing happened yesterday. Our tabby girl, "Stretch", was snoozing in my lap, twitching in 
her dreams. I wished I knew what she was dreaming about but tried not to entertain any preconceived 
ideas. The latest book I’d been reading said that communications from animals may take many 
different forms. A mental picture, a physical sensation or a feeling of knowing, or a combination. As I 
watched my dreaming cat, I suddenly smelled fresh grass and springtime earth. No doors or windows 
were open. I sniffed and smelled again. Was she dreaming of her beloved back yard? 

Are these experiences psychic or coincidental? I don’t know that I really care. It felt pretty neat, I must 
say. 

The animals in our family have an unsentimental love and concern for each other that sometimes 
takes my breath away. When Scott and I decided to buy a house and move in together, we sought 
and followed advice about introducing Scott’s three terriers to my four cats, so that moving day would 
bring at least one less surprise to all four-leggers. We brought each dog, one at a time, to my 
apartment for a short series of brief, leashed visits with the loose cats. The first meetings were fierce 
and we despaired of the long, hard road to the peaceable kingdom of our dreams. But each 
subsequent meeting was a little less dramatic than the last. I mean, we’re talking about terriers here! 
Cats are always fleet-footed hors d’oeuvres to them. 
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Once installed in our new home, the cats claimed the upstairs as their own and the short-legged little 
dogs were pretty much relegated to the downstairs, except at bedtime when they got a lift upstairs. 
One day, shortly after the move, Jaco, the senior cat, came staggering downstairs. We knew 
something was terribly wrong; everything said so - his gait, his very venturing into "no-cat’s-land", the 
strangely intense look in his eye and the yowl that went with it. He needed help and he needed it now. 

As we rushed to him, the other animals gradually joined us. As they congregated, Jerry-the Cairn took 
up a position as a sentry. With his back to Jaco, he was clearly defending him, protecting him equally 
against outsiders and his own canine brothers, if need be. It wasn’t needed. The other dogs seemed 
just as concerned as the rest of us. 
Jaco’s illness turned out to be a combination of kidney failure and diabetes, which was to bring about 
his demise two years later. But Jerry’s gesture that strange night was a defining moment in our new 
life together. It symbolized that, whatever species we are, whatever internecine squabbles we might 
have, we were all a family, a pack. 

I think the key to communicating with an animal is to shut up and listen. To quiet our heads as much 
as our mouths is a skill that must be practiced. It’s like meditation and the rewards for patient 
perseverance are just as rich. I believe the animals gracing our lives are very responsive to this kind 
of sensitivity from us. We learn to listen with our hearts and minds as well as our ears. We learn to 
accept that simple truths, like compassion and love between our animals and ourselves, is all the big 
truth is about. We’re all part of the infinite universe where energy is neither created nor destroyed. It’s 
all of us, always. That’s pretty magical, isn’t it? 

Anne Livingston is a freelance writer, a founder of Animal Alliance of Canada and is currently a 
volunteer with the Ontario SPCA. She lives in Toronto with her partner, two Terriers and two cats. 

 

 CLICK HERE NOW TO SIGN UP FOR LYNN’S  

FREE Animal Communication and Healing Masterclass! 

 

“I just listened to your Animal Communication and Healing Masterclass webinar. You and the subject 
matter are so awesome and absolutely blew me away! I so want to learn from you! It would be my 

honor and joy! I am so very excited!” 
 

Deborah Rossum M.A. 
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About Lynn McKenzie 

 

As seen on 

 

 
In keeping with her goal to awaken others to the Divine wisdom the animals wish to 

share, and the psychic, intuitive and healing gifts they bring to humanity, Lynn is 
available for and encourages TV and radio appearances, speaking engagements and 

writing assignments. 
 

To book Lynn 

Please call us at 549-402-0043 ext. 8643 
Or email us at clientcare@lynnmckenzie.com 

 

Lynn McKenzie is an internationally-acclaimed leader in animal 
communication, psychic and energy mastery. She is a highly sought-
after speaker, whose passion lies in awakening others to their Divine 
Gifts, Power, and Mission. Teaching others to attune and awaken to 
the teachings and wonder that all sentient beings wish to share is 
another of her true passions. 

With over 31,000 clients spanning more than 52 countries, Lynn’s 
signature programs include Animal Energy®, Clairvoyance Mastery™, 
Psychic Development Mentoring™, Money Manifestation 
Acceleration, Healing and Understanding Your Animal Companions 
Through the Chakras™ and The Chakra Healing, Clearing and 
Attunement Intensive™. Her client list includes leaders and 
celebrities in the intuitive, coaching and business worlds. 


